January 2019 – December 2019 Rates

PERMIAN BASIN PA FUNDING FORMULA

Block Project Space

$201 per acre
Projects will be rounded to the nearest acre.

Block project space is to be used for any projects, such as well pads, booster stations, frac ponds, drill islands, reclamation or spill removal, or other industrial projects that are normally designed using square measurements for their footprints.

Linear Project Space

$0.29 cents per linear foot

Linear project space is to be used for any projects, such as pipelines, access roads, flow lines, etc. that are normally designed using linear measurements for their footprints.

Linear Electrical Project Space

$0.15 cents per linear foot

Linear electrical project space is specifically limited to electric distribution line projects.

Seismic Projects

$475 per mile (this includes a base rate, plus costs for site recording, reroutes, and administration)
Projects will be rounded up to the nearest mile

Inflation Adjustment

Unit prices will be changed annually using the Consumer Price Index, as calculated by the U.S. Department of Labor. Inflation adjustments to unit prices will occur in January of each year.